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Chapter 1

Introduction

Although the term virtual museum became quite known, even among general public, its
creation is still relatively arduous. There exist several available tools for creating a web
page as a virtual museum, but we didn’t find any tool for creating virtual path around the
virtual environment with respect to the needs of visitor (to get as many information as
possible).

Therefore the goal of our thesis is to describe methods and to list knowledge necessary
to create such a tool. We focused mainly on finding the best view on virtual objects. In
this work we offer not only the overview of methods used to find the best view, but we
explore several another possibilities too - like search for the best view on two adjacent
objects or search for the best view on 2D object. But the main goal of our thesis is to
create classification of models according to adequate method used for search for the best
view. Besides, since the output of our tool is an animation of camera along a curve, we
study several animation curves with regard to find the suitable one for virtual museum
exploration.

We introduce hereby a brief overview of virtual reality with respect to virtual museums
too and we explain here the relationship of perception and virtual reality - perception as
a strong auxiliary tool for making the virtual visits of museums believable and to ensure
that the visitor will feel comfortable while exploring the virtual museum.

In the very end of our thesis we describe the semiautomatic tool for virtual tour in
virtual museum, its functionality and usability.
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Chapter 2

Application of best and worst view
on virtual tour

2.1 Virtual tour

Before we find the appropriate definition of best view on virtual museum exhibits we should
briefly describe the virtual tour [9]. It’s definition and basic conditions required to generate
virtual tour which which will look naturally and wont disturb observer in any way.

Definition 1 A virtual tour (or panoramic tour) is a simulation of an existing location,
usually composed of panoramic images, a sequence of hyperlinked still or video images,
and/or virtual models of the real location. They also may use other multimedia elements
such as sound effects, music, narration, and text. As opposed to actual tourism, a virtual
tour is typically accessed on a personal computer or an interactive kiosk.

2.2 Definition of best view suitable for virtual tour

We sum up three known definition for search for the best view and after we realize that
for our research they all have to be pieced together to form definition adequate for virtual
museum exploitation. The definition has to be more complex because of the content of
virtual museums. The content is so varied that we could rather assign the objects to the
definition than use one existing definition to cover a whole exhibition. We can’t for example
neglect the surroundings of some glossy or transparent object because it influences the look
of the artpiece in final presentation and we have to focus on saliency parts, when we have
the set of similar showpieces and we want to discriminate them one from another.

Definition 2 The best view on object in virtual museum is one that carries most inform-
ation with illumination, texture, saliency and surroundings taken into account.

Since now we will use Definition 2 for definition of best view adequate for virtual
museum exploration and we will use it in our research
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2.3 Various approaches for searching best view

Such as the definition of the "best view" is it not unified there is an assumption that
different people see the best view in different way. For most people the best view evokes
one, that unveils the gist of examined object the most. But there are special groups of
people that see our world little bit different: children and artists.

To understand how children and artist perceive objects, we created an enquiry with
closed-ended question. We gave to two groups consisting of children and artist set of
pictures of four Platon solids and four solids with changing geometry, where each object
was displayed from predicted "best view" according to Definition 2 and from the nearby
"best view". We asked them to look through the suggested options choosing the best view
according to their opinion.

After evaluation we found out, that children [4] prefer view on some object with as
much details as it is possible and that by another types of objects (Platonic solids for
example) is very hard to predict their preferences.

tetrah. icosah. cube infinity pear octah. toroid Otyllia

Predicted BV 15 14 12 15 16 13 12 7
Near BV 11 12 14 11 10 13 14 19

Table 2.1: Child’s view.

2.4 When the worst view becomes the best

There exists a lot of different algorithms for the best view automatic searching. Each method
conveys the list of the views set up from the best one to the worst one.

As a ancillary commodity of finding the best view we get the worst view. Most of computer
graphics users spill it like junk, or they use it just to compare the result of their recent best view
finding method. But the worst view has many other possibilities of use. For example we can use
these views to upgrade the visit of virtual environment. We can use them as a starting position
for exploring virtual objects or we can use them to entertain people in serious games. In our
research we implemented two methods for searching the worst view.

• Inverse method (based on the found best view and inverting the list of views)

• Perception method (based on the Gestalt psychology principles [1])
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Figure 2.1: Best views according to (a) Visible vertices method, (b) Visual attention based
method and (c) Entropy based method for 3D model of church.

Figure 2.2: Worst view according to all three methods for 3D model of church.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: The best view according to Viewpoint entropy method (a) and the worst view to
perception method (b).
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Chapter 3

Best view for two adjacent objects

In all kinds of museums exhibits are situated so that they are placed together either because of
spatial reasons (the museum is too small to place them separately) or they are related together
somehow. In general we can’t apply the theory for search for the best view on only one object for
all of them but in several special cases it is possible. We analysed the situation and we propose
to divide these objects into three basic classes:

Least used but very important kind of bound exhibits are related objects with fixed
mutual orientation. For better imagination - these object even if they are created separately
form complete artpiece only if they are placed and rotated in accurate intended way.

The only way how to treat with these objects (since they can’t be moved and we can’t rotate
them in any way) is to consider them for one object. To find best view and relevant animation
on object that are related and they orientation is fixed means to:

(a) Place unit sphere according to the rule mentioned in section Virtual Tour section around
both objects and in every junction of mesh of sphere place a camera focused to the examined
objects.

(b) Compute best view on both objects at once.

(c) While animating the path around objects place one viewpoint in the middle of both models
in the coordinates: for x and y - middle of both object according to local coordinate systems
of both objects and for z place camera on entirely bottom of both objects and focus camera
upwards.

To compute the best view on these related objects we can use either the method from the
previous section when we consider both object as one a or we can assume that they are two
separate objects and proceed as follows:

(a) Place mutual camera in the scene in the position of computed best view for both object from
previous section.

(b) Separate examined objects and for both compute the best view according to chosen method.

(c) Rotate objects according their local z axis to face the camera with best view.

(d) While animating virtual tour around this objects make a flight trough between chosen objects.
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Figure 3.1: Pipeline for computing best view on related objects

With unrelated objects there could be a problem that the visitor of the museum could
consider them as related and start to find some commonalities or joint significance since they are
exhibited together. To avoid this we should present these objects in that way we show to visitor
that these objects are strictly separated. To compute best view for both of this objects and while
animating path around them show that they are not related we must proceed as follows:

First three items in algorithm are identical to related object but at the end we have to rotate
both objects around z axis in reverse to each other while animating virtual tour around these
objects and in the same time move the camera along the path on unit sphere which is perpendicular
to the basis of both objects.
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Chapter 4

Classification of 3D objects
according to the best view

Figure 4.1: Thirteen examined views on the Stanford dragon object.

From our pre-research some very interesting results emerged and we used them as a basis for
our follow-up research.
We established a number of issues from the results:

• Which method for search for the best view is suitable for which category of 3D objects?

• How to divide objects into suitable categories?

Contrary to our previous surveys1 we decided to make this one more interactive. It means that
the respondent didn’t get only static images to decide which one of them he founds the best but
he gets whole 3D model and it is up to him to rotate it around z and y axis. For every examined
object in our survey we entered into database the elevation and azimuth of camera angle towards
the origin of the coordinate system.

1cooperation with Michal Hučko
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Figure 4.2: Histograms of several chosen classes of objects

In the continuation of research on the examination of best views we used all methods mentioned
in Pre-research - Visible vertices, Visual attention method and method based on Viewpoint entropy
to which we added methods mentioned in the section Implemented methods for search for the best
view and one extension of Visual attention 2 method focused on searching for best view.

4.1 Classification of 3D objects

Since the categories of objects in virtual museum differ on the shape basis we decided to use the
classification of 3D object based on mesh saliency parts. The D2 Shape Descriptor [11] represents
the distribution of Euclidean distances between pairs of randomly selected points on the surface
of a 3D model.

D2 is invariant to translation, rotation and mirror imaging. Naturally on rotation, translation
or flipping it don’t matter, all parts of object are moving with object itself, resulting in the
same point-pair distances. Invariance under scaling can be added by normalization of shape
distributions before comparing them and/or by factoring out scale during the comparison.

For our research we decided to modify D2 method that we pick up 50 % of object vertices.
After obtaining D2 signatures we smoothed each with Kernel density estimation and compared
him with other histograms from the same class.

2implemented by Júlia Kučerová
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4.2 Results

To date we registered 149 participants (88 males and 61 females) in questionnaire mainly at the
age from 20 to 30 (113 participants) with the highest representation of bachelor (40 participants)
or master (66 participants) level of education. Most of participants considered their experience
with computer graphics as for average (67 participants) or slightly higher (47 participants).

From the survey we determined set of points (see Figure 4.3(a)) on the unit cup which rep-
resents the best views respondents marks in questionnaire. Usually these points are are deployed
in not more than 4 clusters. For our examined model of Hippo we have 2 main clusters and three
outliers (Figure 4.3(b). We consider the central point of every main cluster for the viewpoint for
virtual camera suitable for researching of best view.

(a) Distribution of chosen viewpoints (Hippo) (b) Viewpoints divided into clusters

Figure 4.3: Results from questionnaire for 3D model of Hippo

Regarding the other 3D object used in our survey we determined that if object is symmetrical
among the azimuth axis (church or hippo, see in Figure 4.3 that we get two main clusters placed
symmetrical according to elevation axis in the front side of object. When we have object with
more axis of symmetry there don’t exist single best view and as well as respondents the examined
methods chose minimally 5 best views. As we predicted for models with face included most of
participants chose the best view with this face visible (for instance model of Buddha or Venus
had only one cluster of points from the front view).

When comparing the results from questionnaire with the results computing by examined
methods we determined the accurate method for the best view search for all of our examined
methods:

tabulka results
Since we had only a little sample of classes of virtual objects, we need to proceed in our

research to obtain more general results and to be able to classify every possible object into the
right class and assign the right method to it.
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Chapter 5

Exploration of animation curves in
virtual museum tour

For our research we decided to compare Linear spline [7], NURBS [2] and Kochanek-Bartels
splines [10]. The objective characteristic of animation is the lack of smoothness in the motion.
Because of the sudden changes in the direction of animation can be the key frames pretty visible.
But there can be also visible the discontinuities in the speed of camera motion (when we requests
a different number of frames between key frames). A third common problem is the possibility
deformation of the path when the movement has a rotational component.

To compare different animation curves, their suitability for virtual museum tour and their
improvement via best views on object as control points we created 6 test animations and we let
the sample of 44 respondents determine, which of the shown animation best describes the museum
tour and which gave him the most amount of information (results are shown (see Figure 5.4).

As we can see from the shown linear animation curves (see Figure 5.1), they are not very
suitable for virtual tours mainly due to sharp jumps of camera in the control points - the movement
of camera is unnatural for our eyes and that could be the reason why no one chose this kind of
curve at least as acceptable. Even when we improved it with the control points situated in best
view and worst view the number of respondent who called it acceptable increases only a little.

While linear splines fared in the poll unflattering the NURBS came from it quite positively
(see Figure 5.2). Of course smooth movement of camera is more appropriate for the eyes and the
number of respondents claiming this curve as acceptable increased sharply before we even included
the respect to the best view on examined object. It’s addition caused that the respondents changed
their mind and more of them started to consider the NURBS with respect to the best view as
suitable.

As we have entailed that most impressive and therefore most suitable for animation of virtual
tour are TCB splines. The perception difference between NURBS and TCB splines is only in
details (see Figure 5.3) but these details probably affect the observer considers animation via
TCB splines for more natural. But the difference (visual and from the survey) is really minimal
so the author of animation could decided for himself which one he will use. We decided for TCB
splines in final.
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(a) Linear spline animation
path

(b) Linear spline animation path
with respect to BV

Figure 5.1: Difference between linear splines without and with respect to best view

(a) NURBS animation path(b) NURBS animation path with
respect to BV

Figure 5.2: Difference between NURBS without and with respect to best view
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(a) TCB spline animation
path

(b) TCB spline animation
path with respect to BV

Figure 5.3: Difference between TCB splines without and with respect to best view

Figure 5.4: The results from survey concerning the research of animation curves
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Chapter 6

Best view for 2D objects

It is just natural to consider that the best view on most of 2D content of virtual museum is in
some distance right in the front of the middle of picture. But where is the right point, where we
want to place our observer?

We will use the theory used for right placing the TV screens nowadays extended with rule
for museum exhibits (shown in the Figure 6.1a). They assume in this theory that the distance
of the observer from painting depends on width of painting and human field of view. The width
of the painting is known so lets focus on human field of view. Lets consider we have here person
with the average field of view (Figure 6.1b). That means that his field of view is 120 degrees in
common, but only 100 of them the observer will see sharply. The rest is allocated for peripheral
vision. But when observer is focused on some object his field of view reduced to value between
30 and 40 degrees (marked with green on Figure 6.1 b).

(a) Human field of view. (b) Scheme for viewpoint dis-
tance for 2D object in virtual mu-
seum.

Figure 6.1: Computing the viewpoint for 2D content in virtual gallery.

We created flash application Artscan, which can be used on touchscreen or mobile phones in
real museum or they can be offered as an extension, which mirages when the visitors reach the
right viewpoint of an object.

The observer can simply zoom the part of painting he is interested in or he can interactively get
familiar with saliency parts of paintings which are described in the museum guides too. Artscan
was invented as a serious game for Comeniana, virtual museum presentation project.
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Figure 6.2: Screenshot from flash application Artscan.

6.1 Influence of the frame on observers perception

The frame [3] incites our perception and it removes all that is unimportant and disturbing. The
task of the frame is not only determine the objects we are focusing on, but the frame should
(in classical art) preserve the observers attention in the borders of a frame. Active exploitation
of frame could support the intention of author. The frame is then more than a significant part
of artwork. Good frame refines the painting and exponentiate the impress of artpiece and helps
painter to complete his intention. We could consider the frame for continuation of the painting.
That’s why it is necessary to pick up one that doesn’t distract viewer’s attention.

To verify our previous statements about frames and their pictures we made simple flash ap-
plication suitable for virtual galleries as a side commodity and for real galleries as a interactive
tool for mobile phones. This application has two possibilities of exploitation.

The visitor can:

• change frames on the paintings in the gallery to see that on frames depends (by simple
clicking on the picture of the frame in the left part of application).

• change the object in the frame and move it by dragging and dropping around the canvas to
see that the change of the frame position could change the meaning of whole art.

Inclusion of this application into museum tour could increase the interest of common visitor
of gallery and thereby prolong the time spent with this exhibit. Framepower is a novel serious
game, which can be extended with metadata and was invented for Comeniana.

6.2 Deception point

Regardless from established opinion that viewpoint of 2D content of virtual museum is placed in
some distance right against the object, there exist another group of paintings where it isn’t true
at all. In other words there is another meaning of the best view. An anamorphic image [8] seems
skewed and out of focus from every viewpoints but one (it only looks "correct" when seen from a
certain angle).
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Figure 6.3: Screenshot from flash application Framepower

Anamorphic object placed in the museum (virtual or real) brings many positives. It makes
the area in museum particular and what is nowadays requested: it makes museum interactive.
The visitor is no longer just a passive observer, but he becomes an artist, a geometer and a
scientist in one, when he has to find the deception point itself. Besides that the visitor (without
even noticing that) builds the connection between perspective and real world, the anamorphism
develops imagination already for younger visitors.

For this purposes we found free application "Anamorph Me!" made by Phillip Kent. This app
can load images in the most common formats and carry out a range of anamorphic transformations
on them . In the future work we would like to combine this application with game made in Blender
program, where different kinds of anamorphic pictures will be placed in the virtual room and the
player should chose the right tool or place the observer in the right deception place to obtain
indications and solve mysteries (Screenshot in the Figure 6.4(b)).

(a) Application Anamorph me!
[5]

(b) Blender Anamorphic Applic-
ation.

Figure 6.4: Screenshots from application suitable for virtual museum.
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Chapter 7

Semiautomatic tool for virtual
museum presentation

Input: Scene compatible with Blender 2.66
Output: Animation usable for web presentation of virtual museum

a) Loading scene. In the beginning the application loads scene in the format compatible with
Blender 2.6 (.blend, .3ds, .obj) satisfying the conditions drawn up above.

b) Best view on whole scene. To make a representative view on our scene we found first the
best view on whole imported file. This will be automatically exported and the creator could
use it for web presentation.

c) Choosing the objects for computing best view. This is the first semi-automatic path of
our algorithm. In virtual museum we can find many interesting objects, but there are some
decorative entities to add atmosphere to museum. There is no need to compute best views for
these object so we ask the user here to easily pick up the right objects for computing best view
by mouse clicking.

d) Classification of objects. The selected objects are automatically classified using D2 al-
gorithm.

e) Computing best view for selected objects. For every class of objects the best view with
the right method will be computed.

f) List of several best and worst view. Under the scene 3 views rated as the best and 3
views rated as the worst for every picked model will be displayed (the user could chose 3 of
them for computing the path around every object individual).

g) Computing path around virtual museum. Computing path around whole scene.

h) Encoding the animation based on saliency parts. Encoding the non saliency parts of
animation for better presentation on webpages. We are planning to combine our approach
for virtual museums with image compression based on [6]. This image compression is using
information about salient regions in the image, where these regions (Regions of interest, ROI)
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can be encoded at a higher quality than the rest of the image, utilizing the information about
ROIs position in the processed image.

i) Resulting animation. Exporting the resulting animation presentable on webpage of virtual
museum.

Figure 7.1: GUI of program Just look
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Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusion

In this thesis we focused on methodology of creating video presentation for virtual museums. We
covered here various kinds of exhibits in a virtual museum – from paintings to 3D models, where
we exploit finding the best views on an individual or multiple adjacent objects. Our work provides
a brief overview of the principles of virtual reality and visual perception for use in virtual museums
and offers a summary of several methods for search for the best view on a 3D object.

The main contribution of our thesis is in following areas:

• definition of the best view suitable for virtual museum

• benefit from identifying of the worst view

• outline of the theory for finding the best view on two adjacent objects

• classification of objects according to the most suitable method for search for the best view

• specifying the best view on a 2D content in virtual galleries

• creation of flash applications for use in galleries

We proposed a definition of best view which is suitable and tailored for use in virtual museums
as neither of the existing ones were adequate. Having best view defined we could incorporate
absolute opposite – the worst view – to the virtual tour. The introduction of worst views have
benefit of keeping the attention of the user while attending the virtual tour – animation of the
object from the worst view to the best one creates curiosity and stimulates the observer to think
about the model. This way the observer might remember much more from the virtual tour.

Evaluation of the best view on two adjacent models is an important part of creation of virtual
tour for museums. The exhibits in a virtual museum are very often related to each other and the
curator can’t or don’t want to separate them to present them individually with their own best
view. We outline in our work three possible stages of affinity of objects and solution adequate for
each stage.

We consider classification of 3D objects according to the most suitable method for search
for the best view to be the greatest contribution of our work. As none of the existing methods
mentioned in overview is suitable for each kind of object, we classified objects into several classes
based on the suitability of different methods when used on objects of the respective class. To
evaluate the methods we identified the best views on objects using a questionnaire. A D2 method
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based on probability distribution was then used to assign an unknown object to a class which
allowed us to choose the most appropriate method for finding of the best view for the respective
object class. By this the returned best view should correspond to what actual human selection
would be.

As long as many of virtual museums consist not only of 3D models we decided to compute
the most appropriate viewing distance from paintings and 2D content in virtual galleries to help
the author to place the virtual camera in the right spot. We created two application for use in
a web browser to provide a more pleasant virtual tour enriched with new interesting information
and new angle of view.

In the future we would like to combine the partial applications into compact ‘Just Look’
application and focus our research on partly or completely transparent 3D exhibits. We would
also like to involve lighting into our considerations – e.g. when deciding which view is the best.
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